99 5.7 vortec

General Motors placed the 5. The L31 was the last engine to come out of the first-generation of
Chevy small blocks. The Vortec generated horsepower at 4, rpm and foot-pounds of torque at 2,
rpm, or the force required to move a vehicle forward. It had a displacement -- the amount of air
and fuel exited from an engine during a full cycle --of 5, cubic centimeters, and compression
ratio -- the maximum engine volume compared to the minimum -- of 9. The dual overhead cam
L31 had a front longitudinal design, two valves per cylinder and required a four bolt intake
manifold. Its cylinder heads and block were cast iron, it received fuel through a multi-point fuel
injection system and its components were compatible with all smaller engines in the Chevy
first- generation small block family. The Vortec had a four inch bore, also known as cylinder
diameter, and a 3. Andrews received formal training at Le Cordon Bleu. Chevy 5. Combustion
Chamber The Vortec had a four inch bore, also known as cylinder diameter, and a 3. Writer Bio
A. Remember Me? What's New? Results 1 to 5 of 5. Thread: 99 Vortec 5. Thread Tools Show
Printable Version. It runs and drives and everything but the oil pressure is pretty bad at the RPM
idle in gear. At it picks up a few PSI. I am thinking of licensing it using my HPT and upping the
idle. In addition to that I am wondering if there is anything i can do to give it some more oomph.
Ive only ever messed with the L67 engines in the wbodies. If i am going to license it i wouldnt
mind seeing a bit more power out of it. A few questions i have For this specific application: 1.
Can you tune ignition timing using HPT? Since the truck runs on 87, could advancing the timing
with some 93 octane boost performance. Could the truck conceivably be tuned to run on e85?
When i rebuild the engine next year i want to add a bit more pep. Originally Posted by 04lss. Hi
All, I just bought a tahoe for bucks. I believe you have to change to the newer express van pcm
for that engine that uses two connectors to tune those. Some people will upgrade them to a ,
not because lack of support, but for other reasons. Im running a 98 tahoe PCM swaped into a
silverado 5. You can pick up ALOT from the stock tune. First thing i always do is disable torque
management and get the trans shifting nice then id go after tuning the fuel tables. Its pretty
difficult to tune the mass airflow sensor on these because there is no way to disable dynamic
airflow thats your VE table so it runs in MAF only. So i would start by getting the open loop
speed density fueling right you will be stuck in the secondary VE table if you fail the MAF but its
really no big deal. After all that go after ignition timing. A typical vortec head with around
compression likes 32 degrees of timing "all in". My spark table is setup like this from 80 kPa
MAP and up. I should point out im only running 93 octane but ive had no knock retard like this
pulling 8, pounds of trailer. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Discussion in ' Engine Topic '
started by spicewood1 , Mar 13, Mar 13, 1. Messages: 1, Likes Received: 0. Mar 13, 2. Messages:
12, Likes Received: It should all look pretty familiar. Newer gasket technology, roller cam, crank
sensor ring in front of the bottom timing gear, plastic some say non-reusable timing chain
cover, etc. But it's still just a small block Chevy, really. Yes, PM rods. If you're just doing rings
and bearings, who cares? Slap 'em in and go. Roller cam gear has a very high likelyhood of
being able to reuse everything. It's typically very very reliable stuff. Head bolts are still reusable.
It ain't junk Ford "torque to yield" crap! There really is no timing adjustment for the Vortec
motors. They have a crank position sensor up on the timing chain cover and the pickup in the
distributor is just used as a cam position sensor. As such, twisting the distributor won't change
your timing like on an older motor. It MUST be in the one and only proper orientation that keeps
the cam position sensor in sync with the crank position sensor. If it's off, you'll throw a check
engine code. No need for super-special tools. Mark it's position relative to the intake and make
sure you drop it back in the exact same position when you reinstall. If it's off, you can move it
back and forth a few degrees at a time until the code goes away. Fresh gaskets on the intake is
very common on these motors and will almost always fix the dreaded "coolant leak" issue.
Don't over-tighten the intake bolts- literally "screwdriver tight" is all they need. Just enough to
compress the built-in o-rings on the intake gaskets. Any further tightening serves only to warp
or crack the plastic body of the gakset. Mar 13, 3. Messages: 1, Likes Received: Its weird
though, of the ones I have seen go bad around here its always a rod bearing around k miles. I
hope I have better luck with my '97 Z71 because I am at the k mark as well. When I took it apart I
was SHOCKED to see the bores still had a nice cross hatch in them and no ring groove to speak
of after a quarter of a million hard miles I know the history of the truck. Other than the cam
bearings being flat worn out, the motor still had many miles in it. PM rods: yes, mine were in
great shape. I reused mine. Roller cam reuse: Mine was in great shape. I would have replaced
the lifters though had I gone back with stock cam. Last edited: Mar 13, Mar 13, 4. Messages: 74
Likes Received: 0. Vortecs are famous for a lot of piston slap noise. My girlfriends 96 Burban
has raised hell since it had k, over k now. PM rods are usually ok. Can not be re-sized due to
fractured caps vs cut caps. Crude looking things imo, look like they belong in that old Steve
McQueen movie Sand Pebbles where they have the scene of that riverboat engine with the
exposed crankcase. Rear seals are too expensive, I have been known to re-use them and hand

make my own seal housing gasket again too expensive , the pan and VC gaskets as well as the
"must be replaced upon removal" front cover. Stick that stuff right back on after a good soft
cleaning with a solvent rag. Those GM rubber gaskets are probly good for a million miles. Intake
gaskets are too expensive. I use the Fel Pro. Something like 28 bux. I use the gm head gaskets
at 20 bucks each,. Mar 13, 5. Thanks for the extremely helpful info. I have another Tahoe also a
99 with K running no problems except a cold winter start-up piston slap. I have been told that it
may well be the case I can reuse the stock pistons with new rings on freshen honed stock bores
because these things wear so little. That remains to be seen once its torn down that far. My
mics will tell the story there. How are the heads for wear - guides and seats? Oil pump? Are
there any small performance mods I should do - remember its a daily driver. Thanks again, Paul.
Mar 14, 6. Messages: Likes Received: 1. Mine just turned k and after seeing this thread I'm
thinking I should start planning to rebuild mine. Good luck Paul. Let us know how it goes. Mar
14, 7. Messages: 4, Likes Received: 1. Mar 14, 8. Messages: 56 Likes Received: 0. Mar 14, 9.
Messages: Likes Received: 0. Mar 14, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account?
No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Here you can see your
5. Instant quotes: For optimum service and purchase accuracy all quotes and orders are
completed by phone. You can reach by phone at or email at sales westcoastengines. Shipping
rates are all inclusive! If your state is listed above then you are eligible for a core exchange!
What is a core? A core is an old engine. It constists of the block, heads, crankshaft, and
connecting rods. Our nationwide warranty for our 5. Because we take pride in the engines we
build knowing they are our best when they leave here. We use a common-sense and personable
approach getting you back on the road as quickly as possible if anything were to happen. First
Name. Last Name. Call Us: Email Us. This isn't a sales newsletter - we share cool engine builds,
what's new, and what we think you will enjoy about custom crate engines! Instant Quotes.
Chevy 5. More Info Here you can see your 5. How to Order 5. You have 3 months to return your
core after the engine is delivered Must be core-for-core Yes, you may keep your core! Core
checks are sent within 60 days after core is mailed off What is a core? This initiates after a
credit card transaction is processed. Premium paint jobs and Serpentine Kit add-ons are
non-refundable. Freight is non-refundable. This field is for validation purposes and should be
left unchanged. Get a Quote on this Engine Now! Sign up for our weekly newsletter. Rock on!!
Thanks for joining our newsletter! Please check your inbox right away as we just sent a
confirmation email. Please also add sales westcoastengines. Close this module. Join Our
Community. Email Enter your email address. Skip to main content of over 1, results for "gm 5.
Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands.
Packaging Option. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to
add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Price and other details
may vary based on size and color. Get it as soon as Thu, Feb Get it as soon as Fri, Feb FREE
Shipping. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Only 6 left in stock - order soon. Temporarily out of
stock. Replaces Mercruiser M Only 5 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2.
Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Only 7 left in stock - order
soon. Amazon's Choice for gm 5. Only 14 left in stock more on the way. Related searches. N
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eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
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